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Erik goes to his first day of soccer practice and learns all about this exciting game. Full color.
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Are you interested in soccer and think you'd enjoy playing? It's exciting when you learn to play a

sport and even more exciting when you get on a team with other kids you'll play with for an entire

season. It's Eric's "first day at soccer practice." He's probably a bit nervous, but he is prepared. He

put on his special soccer shoes, his shin guards and has pulled up his big socks over the guards.

His new coach, Mr. Smith, has gathered his new team around him and told them all three very

special and important rules: "Play your best, play fair, and play without using your hands or

arms-unless you are the goalie!" All the boys and girls are listening carefully and are excited about

the upcoming season.Coach Smith has all kinds of things to tell them about. He shows them how to

warm up in order to get their "muscles ready," he shows them how to stretch to "keep [them] from

getting hurt" and then shows them some basic soccer skills. His instruction includes showing them

how to properly pass the ball, telling them who they should pass to in a game, showing them how to

dribble by using cones and having them try to kick some goals. He also says that "it's more

important to try your best and have fun." After the instruction, Eric and his new teammates play a

game. Being a team player and learning to play soccer was going to be fun!This is an excellent



introduction not only to the game of soccer, but also to reading. This is a level one, "Beginning to

read" book. There are full color photographs illustrating the game and its needed skills, equipment

and action shots of a game in action. This book, along with some soccer equipment, would be a

perfect gift for a youngster interested in the sport. It won't hurt to nudge him or her into a bit of

reading at the same time!

I got several copies as a gift for my 6-year old son's soccer teammates. They really liked the book.

Very nice

Gift

I like the photos and vocabulary extras in the book. Perfect for the young golfer.
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